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Introduction
This introduction to script writing scheme gets students thinking about how 
scripts are structured and how meaning is created on stage. It will help them 
to develop their own script work. Initially they will be using script extracts, in 
order to understand what successful script writing looks like, and then they will 
learn how to emulate that particular style. Once they have done this, they can 
start to develop more extended pieces of work for themselves and find their own 
narrative voice. 

Aimed at Year 9 students, with a view to developing these skills for GCSE, 
this scheme will introduce students to script writing while intertwining the 
process with that of practical devised work. So many boards at GCSE have a 
devised component now (some worth 40%), which also requires students to write 
down their pieces in script format, that it is important for students to feel that 
they can acquire skills that will help them to structure their work and come 
up with ideas that will provide them with the means to develop interesting 
characters to perform, whether they are approaching it from a practical or written 
starting point. 

By the end of this scheme, students should have the confidence to interpret a 
variety of scripts and gain experience in writing their own.

Lesson overview
Lesson 1: Tone 
How to understand tone and develop writing that creates alternative meanings.

Lesson 2: Stage directions
Understanding the function of stage directions and what meaning they can add 
to the text.  

Lesson 3: Clues
How to pick up verbal and non-verbal clues and use them in your writing. 

Lesson 4: Different approaches
Experimenting with how to improve in order to create dialogue, or start writing 
immediately. 

Lesson 5: Subtext 
Learn how to use subtext within dialogue and create interesting situations. 

Lesson 6: Forms 
Use different stimuli to explore a range of theatrical conventions for creating 
script work. 

Extension work is also outlined at the end of this scheme. 

Lesson 1: Tone
Warm-up
One word stories: Decide on a genre. Sit in a circle and create a story using one 
word at a time. Each student contributes by adding in a word until the piece 
comes to a natural conclusion. This can be a really fun way of starting the 
scheme, although don’t expect masterpieces to come out of this exercise! 

Discussion: What does working in a group while creating a story help you 
to do? (Provides unexpected outcomes, adds humour, and takes the story off 
in directions you had not thought it might go!) What are the disadvantages of 
creating a story with so many people? (The piece can be rather disjointed, some 
people add in words which don’t fit the trajectory the story was going on, etc.)

Introduce the students to the scheme. Writing a script is a really difficult thing 
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Aims and outcomes:
 f 6 weeks ; 6 × 1-hour lessons
 f For students to start developing 

script writing techniques and skills in 
preparation for devised work at GCSE 

 f Aimed at Year 9 students.

Objectives:
Students will have gained the following 
knowledge/skills after the 6 lessons: 

 f Different interpretations of text
 f Use of stage directions
 f Subtext
 f Use of intonation
 f Directing
 f Script writing
 f Tone/atmosphere
 f Genre/style 
 f An introduction to different forms of 

theatre such as verbatim and forum 
theatre.

Assessment: 
 f Rehearsal activities
 f Script writing activities 
 f Performance activities – peer- and 

self-assessment.

Resources provided with this 
scheme:

 f Script extracts (some are provided as 
part of this scheme, others are 
referenced).

Resources you will need to 
provide:

 f Recording equipment
 f Stimulus material for Lesson 6.
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to do. Not only is it about the storyline, but you’ve got to think about character 
development, stage directions and how to develop the story in an interesting 
manner for an audience. 

Task 1
Tone. Explain the definition of the word ‘tone’. Can they think of any phrases or 
words that can be said multiple times with different tones? How does changing 
the tone change the meaning?

Pick 10 students. The first 5 have the word ‘No’. Number them 1-5. Each 
student, in order must say the word ‘No’ and each time the tone has to be 
different. The second 5 have the word ‘Yes’. Repeat the exercise, but this time with 
the word ‘Yes’.

How did the tone change? Were there any specific examples in which 
one student used the word and it meant something different? E.g. ‘Yes’ in a 
questioning tone; ‘No’ in an unsure tone, etc.

Task 2
Give all the students the following piece of dialogue:

A: Good morning.
B: I beg your pardon.
A: It’s a lovely day.
B: I’m glad you think so.

This is a very basic script. Their task is to play around with the tone of the lines 
in performance. Place students into pairs and ask them to act it out three times. 
Each time they need to change the way that the lines are said, in order to change 
the meaning or alter the characters.

They can decide who the characters are and the setting they are in. If they 
think about this before starting to act it out, it will help them to bring the script to 
life. E.g. A is a condemned prisoner being led to the guillotine; B is the executioner 
sharpening the blade.

They need to try to make it clear to the audience the context of their scenes, 
without adding in any new dialogue.

Rehearse and perform.
Ask the audience to try to guess what situation they were in and who the 

characters were. How successful were they? Evaluate and analyse verbally.

Task 3
In the same pairs, students must now write their own four-line script. They can 
decide the setting for themselves, but they must not write it on their script. Keep 
the lines ambiguous. Once they have written it, they must pass it on to another 
pair, without telling them what the situation is. Every pair now has a new script. 
They must interpret and perform it in their own way.

Rehearse and perform. Do not reveal what the writers’ intentions were until 
the script has been performed. Did they perform it how the script writers had 
imagined it?

Discussion
 f In what ways did the performers imagine the scene differently from the authors?
 f What does ‘interpreting’ a script mean?
 f What does this exercise suggest about the problems involved in not clearly 
describing the setting of your script or characters?

 f What are the problems of notating ideas in drama?

Lesson 2: Stage directions
Explain that instructions given by playwrights in scripts are called stage 
directions. Ask students what the purpose of stage directions is.

When you are putting on a play, do you have to follow the stage directions or 
not? (Some will think you have to stick to them rigidly, others will think that you 
can abandon them completely. Ask for a range of views on this.)

Task 1
Read an extract from Stone Cold by Joe Standerline to the class, without the stage 
directions. (See Resource 1 at the end of this scheme.)

What do they think is going on in this script extract? Why is it hard to know 
exactly?

G&T extension task:
Write another 4 line play and notate 
what they did in performance as 
accurately as possible. Pass it on. Can 
another group of performers realise the 
script in exactly the same way?
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Task 2
Hand out the extract. Read it again in full, with the stage directions. How do 
the stage directions help to explain the text and fill in the gaps? Do the stage 
directions give you all of the answers?

What is the function of stage directions? What kind of characters are these two 
revealed to be? Are there still questions to be asked?

Task 3
Place the students in groups of 3. They have time to explore and act out the script. 
One of the group members should take the role of director and comment on 
timing, pace, space and gesture.

Task 4
The groups must now add to the script and create a new section of dialogue. They 
can add in a third character (so that the student who was playing the director, can 
now act if they wish). They need to continue to create the same sort of tone as the 
writer: 6 -12 lines would be about right. They must not reveal all of the answers; 
they could leave the scene on a cliffhanger, or add in other suggestions that 
would lead to new scenes later on. They must include some stage directions. Once 
they have written the script, they should rehearse and perform it.

Performance:  Watch the original scene and then the new added dialogue. Does 
it fit with the tone of the script? How have the writers developed the story? What 
questions are still left unanswered?

Plenary
Why are stage directions important? When structuring a scene, why is it 
important to leave some details to be figured out later in the play? With script 
writing, how do you keep your audience interested in the characters and the 
situation?

Lesson 3: Clues
Recap the last lesson on stage directions. Some playwrights do not always rely on 
explicit stage directions to make the required action clear. Sometimes they leave 
the details out, but leave clues in the dialogue. These plays can be interesting as 
you have to pay attention to what is being said in order to understand what might 
really be happening.

Harold Pinter was one such playwright. He often left his stage directions as 
ambiguous, or did not fully reveal what was happening, so that the audience, 
director and actors would have to interpret his work.

Task 1
Hand out Resource 2. This is an extract from Harold Pinter’s The Birthday Party. 
Do not explain who the characters are or what is going on. Ask them to follow 
the instructions on the sheet, then hand their new dialogue to another pair 
to perform. Their stage directions must be clear enough for the new group to 
follow, but they can still leave clues in the text and keep the stage directions to a 
minimum if they wish.

Try to replicate the style of Pinter’s writing.

Task 2
Each group performs the other group’s new script.

Were the stage directions clear? Did they still leave some clues in the script? 
Did they make the script clearer or more confusing? How did they help to make 
sense of the dialogue?

Discussion: Do you think it’s better for playwrights to leave stage directions to 
a minimum so that the audience and actors have to pick up on the clues in the 
text? Why do you think Pinter did this?

Plenary
Explain what the original scene was all about: Meg and Stanley arguing over a 
bowl of cornflakes. Many of the students will have made their interpretations 
much more complex and full of intrigue. Is this always necessary? Explain the rest 
of the plot. We don’t know who Stanley really is and where he’s come from or why 
he’s afraid of Goldberg and McCann. Why do you think Pinter does not always 
explain the context of the scene or where his characters have come from? Do you 
think that makes his work more interesting?
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Lesson 4: Improvisation or planning?
Many good pieces of theatre do not start with a writer creating a script. Explain 
what the process of devising is. Actors can create the work themselves by discussing 
ideas, improvising work and seeing how it develops. They will eventually write it 
down into a script format, but it may not start out life in this way.

Explain that during this lesson they are going to look at two different 
approaches to script writing/devising. One half of the class is going to plan and 
write their script in advance. The other half of the group is going to improvise 
first, then write their script down once it has already been developed. (They can 
record it if that makes it easier.)

Task
Split the class into two halves. One half will improvise first, the other half will 
write first. If the class will struggle to create their own ideas, you can give them a 
setting, time period, character outline, etc.

Within their halves, each group should have no more than 3–4 students.
Give them a set time to do this; 10–15 minutes will be plenty. The scenes do not 

have to be long. The half of the class who are improvising first will have to stop 
after about 5 minutes so that they can write their script down. The other half can 
use the full time limit to write; they don’t have to get up and perform it.

Once the time is up, ask groups to come together and swap their scripts so that 
the half who were improvising look at the groups who were script writing and 
vice versa.

Discussion:
 f What are the differences between the number of words?
 f Do the scripted scenes flow in the same way?
 f How can written scripts be made more realistic? (Gaps, pauses, interruptions, 
etc.).

If there is time left and you can see some of the work in performance, can you tell 
which is scripted and which is improvised?

Lessons 5: Subtext
Task 1
Ask two confident/able students to act out a short scene. (Give them instructions 
first, without the rest of the class knowing.) They are old friends from school who 
bump into each other many years later at a corporate party. One of them used to 
bully the other one at school and still wants to dominate the conversation now, 
trying to show off how much they have accomplished in life. The other character 
is polite, but really wants to leave and get out of the conversation. Neither reveals 
this information, as they are at a work party and don’t want to make a fuss, but 
infer all this through tone.

Ask the rest of the class who they thought the characters were and what the 
situation was. Was there anything else going on that wasn’t said? How can we 
tell? What was going on underneath the surface of politeness?

Explain what subtext is. How is the subtext conveyed through the dialogue? 
Would the script writer have to add in the context in the stage directions, or is it 
made clear through their writing?

Task 2
Hand out Resource 3 or project it onto a whiteboard.

Explain that this is a way of helping students to produce scripts by playing 
around with different combinations of scenes.

In groups of 2-3 students must choose a setting, characters and the tone of 
their script, but they must now include a subtext: more is going on in this scene 
than might be being said out loud. Following on from last lesson, they can either 
write down their script first, or get up and improvise it and write it down later.

Ask them to think about how to convey the tone through their writing.
Give them a longer amount of time to create these scripts (20–30mins). 

Remind them of all the things they have learnt about so far in this scheme: stage 
directions, clues, what to reveal and when, plus the subtext.

Stop them half way through the process. Ask them to think about the patterns 
of their dialogue. Have they included some pauses? Have they considered patterns 
of long and short dialogue? How is the subtext being carefully revealed?

You can write these points up on a board 
or project them, so that students can 
discuss them in their groups.
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You will have time to see some groups perform, but not all.
Evaluation: How did the script writers reveal the subtext? Was the setting clear 

and were the characters well developed?

Lesson 6: Forms of text
Drama does not just involve dialogue alone. Many script writers also use letters, 
news reports, one-sided telephone conversations, poems, songs, etc. All of 
these can be used to communicate characters and situations to an audience. 
Juxtaposing and cross-cutting monologues can also create economical and deeply 
moving or ironic pieces of drama.

Explain two other forms of drama: forum theatre and verbatim theatre.
Hand out Resources 4 and Resource 5.
You can also play Resource 7, the National Theatre video resource, here to give 

students more inspiration. Or, if you set homework in Year 9, or want something 
to stretch your G&T students, you can ask them to watch these videos at home 
and summarise them for the rest of the class.

In order to help students approach devising and stimulus based work at 
GCSE, this lesson will give students the choice about what to use to create more 
developed scripts.

Lay out, on a table or the floor, a series of objects for students to choose from 
– newspaper articles, a court transcript, poems, artefacts, song lyrics, scenario 
cards, an image from a painting. You can also make up a small keepsake box with 
interesting items in it for them to look at, such as some photographs, foreign 
currency, a key, a small brooch, etc.

Put students into groups of 4. Ask them to choose an item from the table, a 
stimulus, and start to create a story/script based around it.

They can use various different approaches: they can try some verbatim, (from 
the newspaper article or court transcript) or some forum theatre if they are 
finding it difficult to develop their ideas (two start acting and the other two in the 
group stop and add in ways to develop the text). They can write down their ideas 
into a script straight away, or just improvise and see where it goes.

The important thing is for them to feel a sense of ownership of the material 
and use the techniques from the rest of the scheme to start honing their ideas 
into something interesting.

This is likely to take more than one lesson – in fact, if you have time, this could 
cover several weeks’ worth of work. If you don’t have the time for that, then just 
ask students to create one scene.

Give them time to rehearse it and evaluate their approaches in discussion 
afterwards.

You could film the end result in order for self-assessment to take place.
Use Resource 6, the evaluation sheet, to evaluate other groups and assess what 

they have learned from the scheme.

Extension work:
 f Use another Harold Pinter extract, 

this time from The Dumb Waiter. 
Students must focus on the use of 
pauses. How does Pinter use pauses 
for effect and for climax/anti-climax? 
Students can write what they think 
happens to Ben and Gus next. This 
could also work well with The 
Hothouse.

 f Non-sequiturs: In small groups, 
students write a script in which two 
people are not listening to each 
other. The dialogue does not have to 
make complete sense. You could also 
introduce different styles of theatre 
here for more able students, such as 
Theatre of the Absurd and use small 
extracts from Eugène Ionesco’s The 
Chairs if you really wanted to stretch 
and challenge your learners.

 f Theatre in Education: Students could 
write scenes for a target audience in 
order to help them learn about a 
particular topic, such as road safety. 
They should think about their choice 
of words to appeal to a younger 
group of students and how to 
develop clear and interesting 
characters who would engage them. 
You could develop this into a whole 
scheme on its own and perform it for 
a local junior school in your 
community.
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RESOURCES

Resource 1: Script extract from Stone Cold by Joe Standerline

SHELTER: (off) Why not take the weight off your feet?

LINK: (to himself) Why not indeed.

He sits in SHELTER’S chair, then spots something under the table. He stoops to find a watch.

Can’t be.

SHELTER: Found something?

LINK: tried to hide the watch.

LINK: (getting up) I’ve just remembered, I’m supposed to be meeting someone…

SHELTER: You alright son?

LINK: Fine. Yeah. I just…

SHELTER: (pushing LINK back into the chair and losing the do-gooder voice)

Don’t sound very fine to me. What have you got?
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Resource 2: Extract from The Birthday Party by Harold Pinter

Read the following extract from Harold Pinter’s The Birthday Party and answer the questions below 
on lined paper.

S: Where is it?

M: I took it away. You didn’t want it.

S: What do you mean, you took it away?

M: I took it away.

S: What did you take it away for?

M: You didn’t want it!

S: Who said I didn’t want it?

M: You did.

S: Who gave you the right to take it away? Who do you think you’re talking to?

M: What?

S: Come here.

***

Q1: Who are the two characters?

Q2: What is happening?

Q3: What object is taken away and why is S so annoyed about it?

TASK 1: On the script, write in detailed stage directions, in order to make sense of the extract.

TASK 2: What happens next? Write the next section of script, including detailed stage directions. 
Stage directions can be written in italics or brackets.

TASK 3: Give your new section of script to another group. They must now perform it following your 
stage directions carefully.
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Resource 3: Setting, character, tone

Setting Character Tone

Police station

Dinner party

Festival

Teenager

CEO of a large company

Head of the neighbourhood watch

Comic

Tragic

Menacing

Resource 4: Forum Theatre
Extract taken from the BBC Bitesize website.

You can also play a Forum theatre clip from this webpage to give your students an example in 
practice.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/drama/exploring/explorative_strategiesrev7.shtml

Forum theatre
Forum theatre is a technique you can use while acting out a scene. The group watching is 
encouraged to stop the action when they think it necessary, to suggest a different action. At other 
times, the actors themselves can stop the action, and ask for help. Sometimes someone else can 
step in and take over a role – or even introduce a new one.

Why use forum theatre? What can it add to a drama?
Sometimes it is hard, when devising drama, to imagine what a character might do or say at a 
particular moment. If you stop the drama when in role, and ask for help from your group, someone 
will probably give you a good idea of what to do or say next. They might also offer to take over the 
role to try out their idea – or even join the scene as another character altogether, to take things in 
a new direction.

Resource 5: Verbatim Theatre
Verbatim Theatre is a form of documented theatre where the playwright uses the actual words 
from people in a real life situation and crafts it into a play.
http://www.ideastap.com/ideasmag/the-knowledge/alecky-blythe-london-road-on-verbatim-
theatre

Read the article about Alecky Blythe and her approach to creating verbatim script work.
Or watch Alecky herself explain what Verbatim theatre is all about. This clip is from The 

National Theatre and is available on You Tube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ui3k1wT2yeM

Verbatim extension work
If your students are interested in this idea, there is more help from the National about how to 
create a story in this way:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-a0qNEhCly4

Resource 6: Evaluation sheet
Pick one group to evaluate.
1. Which stimulus did they use? Or which style of theatre? (Forum theatre, Verbatim theatre)
2. What was the plot about?
3. What devices did they employ to create excitement/tension/intrigue?
4. Which elements worked well and why?
5. What have you learnt about script writing this term?
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Resource 7: National Theatre video resources

The National Theatre YouTube channel is a great resource for students looking to stretch and 
challenge themselves or be inspired by contemporary playwrights. There are plenty more which 
might be helpful, but here are a few on developing and creating dialogue to get them started:

How to write dialogue:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NnLRV-ru95Y
How to build a plot:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SqoFgHPmL0M
How to structure a scene:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Coee_SEy1wo
Finding a writing style:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lknI29zDj00
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